ARCC Talking Points for Communications
For your communications to decision makers, we’re providing a few talking points below.
Just copy those that are of most interest to you and paste in your emails.
Thank you for taking action!

FIRE



Wildfire is the most serious threat facing our Communities.
The Plan blatantly ignores CAL FIRE Safety recommendations. As such, this threatens
the very existence of Auburn, Cool, Foresthill and other communities.
(State Parks has gotten fire safety recommendations from CAL FIRE, but has chosen NOT to
adopt them. They claim they will “consult” with CAL FIRE, but they won’t state they will do
what CAL FIRE says is necessary to provide for visitor safety.)











Five of the largest 20 wildfires in California history were in 2020.
Last year, over 10,500 structures were burned and 31 people were killed by wildfire.
Most of ASRA is rated by CAL FIRE with the highest possible Fire Hazard Severity Zone.
ASRA’s expansion plans will add 30% more visitors without adopting fire safety
measures. Over 80% of wildfires in Placer and El Dorado Counties are human caused –
more people means more risk of wildfire.
The Plan places new campsites in hazardous canyon areas. Wildfires in canyons (i.e.:
Bridge and River Fires) are especially dangerous – it’s too hazardous for firefighters to
enter a burning canyon, they typically fight the fire after it reaches the canyon rim.
The Plan has zero fire mitigation and fuel reduction measures.
There is inadequate vegetation management adjacent to communities.

TRAFFIC/EVACUATION







The plan is a dishonest representation of traffic flow. Their study claimed no traffic
issues!!
Plan will reverse actions taken by Auburn, Placer County and Caltrans
to mitigate congestion.
The Confluence is a primary evacuation route to the north. Current traffic, not to
mention expanded traffic in an emergency would make this route impassible. During
the small country fire between Cool and Greenwood, traffic was stopped all the way
through the canyon to Auburn. Imagine what a large fire would do?
This area has fewer routes than Paradise, CA had.
River rescues, now too frequent, require fire and ambulance response, bringing all
traffic to a halt.
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During the Paradise Fire, dozens of people died in their cars, burned alive while stopped
in traffic.
The ASRA Expansion Plan ignores these traffic/evacuation issues claiming more parking
will reduce confluence traffic. This is absurd!
The Plan is based on outdated traffic data.
There is no plan for Cool to handle increased traffic.
The proposed campgrounds would bring an influx of hundreds of people and vehicles.
Local Emergency Services are not staffed or funded to handle this increase.

RIVER SAFETY
 We appreciate the new lifeguards, but we still have concerns about drownings and river
safety.
 Local Fire/Police must respond to ASRA rescues.
 We have concerns about the lack of public awareness of how to act at the river and the
lack of explanatory signage.

CAMPGROUNDS
 Parks' bragged that they reduced the number of campsites; however, they increased the
number of group campsites. This is clearly dishonest!
 Campgrounds result in wildfires (i.e.: River Fire). 85% of wildfires are human
caused. There should be NO campgrounds within the steep canyons (too risky for
firefighters).
 The Plan’s proposed campgrounds would put hundreds of potential fire starters in our
hazardous canyons.
 Listen to CAL FIRE, not the office-based planners!
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